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September Theme: Age, Identity & Political Power - Aging populations involves general
changes in age structure due to many factors. The main reason countries in Europe and Central
Asia are aging is that fertility levels have declined. People are having fewer children and living
longer due to improved health care. The share of young people has decreased and that of older
increased. These changes have an effect on social, economic and political choices. Elderly
people are likely to be more conservative in their outlook. They are also likely to be more
concerned about pension and security and less about education.
In contrast, Africa has a largely youthful population but is saddled with political leaders who
should be enjoying their retirement in peace and tranquility; away from the hustle and bustle of
political power. They command much reverence and loyalty and have a sense of solidarity. They
have a grip on political power and are suspicious of social media. In Kenya, over 60% of the
population is under thirty years of age. One would expect that they would use their numerical
strength to shift political power. But this has not happened. The youth do not seem to have
been able to form a strong identity through which they can influence leadership patterns and
therefore get access to political and economic power.
This Civil Society Dialogue Forum will explore the connections between aging, identity and
political power. We will discuss why the elderly appear to command much political and
economic muscle in Africa, generally, and the prospects for youth to drive the political agenda.
We will discuss the European perspective on youth, identity and political power, exploring if the
youth have formed a common identity and whether they have access to economic and political
power so as to influence national policy. Other key questions to discuss include political party
formation occur in Europe? How does the volunteer driven system work? Can youth benefit
from formation of new parties?
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